
The step-up switching-convert-
er circuit in Figure 1 presents a

familiar problem: If you shut down
boost converter IC1 by pulling its
SHDN input low, external inductor L1
and forward-biased Schottky diode D1
allow the load to continue drawing cur-
rent. For battery-powered applications
that present a heavy load—300 mA, for
example—this unwanted dc-current
path may quickly drain the battery.
Adding an N-channel MOSFET, Q1,
and a 100-k� resistor, R1, solves the
problem by opening the unwanted cur-
rent path during shutdown. The
resulting circuit is suitable for battery-
powered-system applications in which
a microcontroller handles the power
management.

Asserting a low logic level on the
SHDN input simultaneously shuts
down the switching converter, a
MAX756, and turns off the MOSFET,
thereby blocking load current by
removing the load’s ground connec-
tion. When the SHDN signal de-
asserts, the 100-k� pullup resistor
turns on the MOSFET by pulling the
MOSFET’s gate high. With its ground
reconnected, the load then draws cur-

rent from the activated boost-con-
verter circuit.

For optimum results at high load cur-
rents, select a logic-level MOSFET for

Q1 that presents a reasonably low on-
resistance.. The MOSFET’s drain-to-
source breakdown voltage should also
be able to withstand at least twice the
maximum output voltage you expect
from the boost converter. If necessary,
you can reduce the MOSFET’s effective
on-resistance by connecting two or
more MOSFETs in parallel.EDN
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cleanly switches on and off (Figure 5).
You can use Equation 1 to calculate

the values of resistors R1 and R2 to alter
the enable pin’s threshold voltage in
the circuit in Figure 4.

where VIN(TURN-ON) is the user-defined
turn-on voltage, VEN(RISING) is the
enable pin’s rising-edge trip-point volt-
age, and VEN(FALLING) is the enable pin’s

falling-edge trip-point voltage. For
example, VIN(TURN-ON)�4V, VEN(RISING)�
0.89V, and VEN(FALLING)�0.85V. To pre-
vent the regulated output voltage from
tracking the input, set the minimum
value of VIN(TURN-ON) to VOUT�
VDROPOUT, where VDROPOUT is the drop-
out voltage.

If you select a value of 8 k� for R2, then
R1�3.3�R2, or approximately 27 k�.

Equation 1 calculates only approxi-
mate values for the voltage-divider resis-
tors, which may vary slightly depending
on the voltage regulator’s characteris-
tics. If the resistors’ values are too low,
the regulated output tracks the input, a
problem that you can easily solve by
increasing the value of R1. Also, R1 and
CD determine the regulator’s turn-on
delay time, and CD’s capacitance
should ideally be 0.01 to 0.47 �F. Too
large a value increases the discharge
time and reduces the circuit’s effective-
ness as a voltage supervisor.EDN
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Figure 1 Adding R1 and MOSFET Q1 to this step-up-converter circuit enables the
SHDN control to impose a “true” shutdown that blocks load current when boost
converter IC1 switches off.
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